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Francophile loves it! That is an entertaining, insightful, and life changing approach to the obsession we all
share with our health, but more specifically weight management. Writer seems educated in her field, and
while not always an easy task to relate to (for example, when describing pricey French foods, travel and
objects she are able), she kept me involved. I've spent plenty of time in France with close French close
friends, and can say yes, yes and yes to the writer's thesis. The French perform it in different ways...e.
The elements are fresh, lovingly prepared, and beautifully presented. Last summer I traveled to Corsica
with my close friends on christmas, and we established the desk, used real linens, new, local ingredients.!
However, I really like how she thought we would use Christianity on her behalf example and then explain its
pitfalls...always getting together with each other. There is no describing the lemon cake made out of freshly
picked lemons. Cottrill's wit and appeal.Trust me, you'll enjoy this book, and be sure to possess your pen or
pencil out as We was highlighting, underlining and composing through its contents as many suggestions were
ones We don't wish to forget. I've learned the value of really good, organic food, and the book has helped
me slow down to eat, consume what I crave, and feel good about eating once again. When was the last
time with any consistency has anyone performed this in America? She claimed to not end up being
discounting Christian beliefs and went on to say right after that diet programs are identical because
Christians believe they have the one answer to all salvation for every guy. I digress.Having traveled to

France multiple occasions and then returned to apply their enjoyment and balance focused principles to her
approach to life, she offers through first-hand experience coupled with science based research why the
French paradox does indeed work and much more specifically why the American's approach to weight
management is usually less inclined to have one's a healthy body as a top priority. A perfect publication for
dieters who just can't seem to log off the hamster wheel!It was wonderfully organized, easy to follow and
We look forward to time for it repeatedly for a reminder of so why deprivation is never going to be
successful. Convincing Argument to Live Well & How to do It I began to become more and more engrossed
with Carol Cottrill's book The French Twist: Twelve Secrets of Decadent Eating and Natural Weight
Management as I turned each page because while most books focused on helping the reader lose excess
weight preaching restrictive, non-commonsensical prescriptives, Cottrill through her knowledge as a qualified
nutritionist prescribes a long lasting lifestyle enhancement predicated on understanding how your body
communicates with food. And it is the French lifestyle that's her muse. This publication is one I'll read and
reread, to remind myself that I'm not the only person who knows these things.Some of the many
insightful, aha tips found in the book:*The ladies of France are nurtured and encouraged to embrace their
individuality and eccentricity*The intense restriction of calories actually has the opposite desired
effect*Logical arguments for the way the body processes certain foods and how it responds or is unable
to respond to other so-called `foods'*French ladies don't follow mass motions, as they are individuals (i.
Meals are savored, never experienced as drive byes. the most recent diet craze)*Food isn't the enemy, our
perception and irrational understanding of food's power may be the problem*Balance of stress and
enjoyment, between indulging in fantastic food and burning up calories is crucial*Fresh, high quality meals
prepared and loved with passion rather than eating processed "meals" on a schedule it doesn't pay attention
to what your body needs*Your body doesn't understand artificial; it can only metabolize whatever it could
identify - real, whole meals*The benefits of making lunch the largest meal of the day time*Use a body
brush to dry scrub your body and improve circulation helping pores and skin to shine and reduce the looks
of cellulite*The actual reason burgandy or merlot wine has been within studies to be healthful (hint, hint -
it provides more to do with lifestyle, mindset and values, than just drinking a glass or two of

wines)*Exercise regularly as a way of saluting your day - so something you enjoy rather than dread*There
isn't one plan for weight management - it really is individualistic and it needs each person to truly pay
attention and respect their bodies for all that it can do*Differentiating between real, quality chocolate and
the other stuff*Drink water*Eat fruit with breakfast each morning and never forget your vegetables at



night and afternoon*Invest in yourself - quality meals, quality clothing (fewer products)*Wine is a valuable
gift to enjoyed rather than abused and to awaken the senses to the pleasure of food.I genuinely enjoyed
The French Twist, even though it is filled with findings from studies, additionally it is full of French lifestyle
descriptions, details and insights. Among my favorite sections is chapter 10 where the author plus a handful
of women who live or possess spent time in France share the rituals they follow with regards to good
eating and living.. That is of course not biased at all. Should you have traveled to France as I've multiple
instances and fallen deeply in love with the lifestyle, you will understand why she must dispel the American
diet myths with technology, and then focus on the entire approach of the French lifestyle and just why it
works. A Sound & . Carol Cottrill's reserve brought home that it wasn't because of walking, other workout
involved in vacationing but in the actual food/lifestyle "diet" we adopt while gone for 3 weeks + every time.
The writer makes sense and witty, and she provides an excellent perspective to how exactly we view and
respect (or do not respect) food and how it fuels our bodies. or the salad made out of that days capture:
a speared octopus. I've given it to my boyfriend to learn, and we've used a few of the quality recipes she
offers (certainly try the champagne vinaigrette). A really smart read, to read again and again. Finally, a book
that isn't about another quick-fix diet! An amazing read!.! . I adored this book since it was fun but totally
educational. It's a treasure! I'm looking forward to transitioning each one of these tips into my life.

Anyone who is usually obsessed with food whether it's a fear to remain healthy or to simply loose excess
weight will reap the benefits of this read. I can honestly say after following advice in this publication ( I
was terrified initially) I am now feeding on the most healthy "diet plan" I have ever eaten! Thanks for the
amazing reserve carol! This "Non-Diet" Book Will Change Your Life! An amazing read! Lunch was at a lovely
bistro or a picnic, after picking up the freshest elements from a little village shops, and marveling how good
it tasted. Follow the author's twelve secrets and you may see a lighter, healthier, and happier you .! If
you're prepared to enjoy taking in again, and to stop counting calories, you need to read this book. all
without dieting. So invest in YOU; Secondly - WHAT ON EARTH DOES RELIGION WANT TO DO WITH A
FRENCH Diet plan BOOK? Oh, and as a bonus, you'll love Ms..Because this reserve was a life-changer for me
personally, I know that it can help you on your journey to better health and enjoyment . . . so ditch the
diet books and purchase "The French Twist."And now I'm going to enjoy a plate of fresh blueberries! Finally
a practical guide to healthy eating Easy read with lots of good sense..I started getting some tips in play
immediately. Carrol helps us to see how to really enjoy life and how by doing so you can also stay slim &
most importantly healthful in a way that is effortless! I really like Paris and found the info to be pretty
spot on with what I've experienced in France. is organized nicely, writer has a pleasant style of narration
Reads well, is organized nicely, writer has a pleasant design of narration, evidence and references are
sufficient, albeit not extensive or academic (this is simply not a dissertation), provokes idea and
conversation, and has "highliterable" occasions. Actually, I think it's spot on. Writer INSULTS
CHRISTIANITY AND BOOK HAS NO STRUCTURE While I forgave the lack of structure and made a
decision to look at night endless ranting (this publication is just about 4 hours long on audio but only had
about 2 hours worthy of of content that may be practically applied to lifestyle), I simply couldn't get past
the truth that she chose to do a comparison of Christianity to a diet plan. No calimari ever tasted better..
and that just isn't right...just like one diet can not be good for every guy because our anatomies all have
different needs. Please. Do I also need to point out the countless things wrong with this statement? To
begin with - ALL religions state to be the only salvation for guy. It seems like a dream now, remembering
seated on the upstairs porch overlooking a valley of fragrant fruit trees, taking pleasure in every day's

repast.And to those few reviewers who called the publication a "hot mess", I have to wholeheartedly
disagree. I found the entire publication to be filled up with good here is how to lead a healthy life style.
read this engaging publication and use it because the ultimate supply to getting healthy and beautiful (on
the inside and out). The French Twist should inspire a fresh "American Twist" Reading this book reminded



me why when vacationing in Europe and especially in France, we at all times get back having lost fat. And
after eating/indulging whenever, just how much and whatever we needed on vacation!! I've read many
"French living" books, but this one is written by a nutritionist, well researched, and practical. As the book
explains, residents of France, appreciate their food, benefit from the business of others while eating and
real savor and value each ingredient on the plate.. Abroad, we'd scrumptious breakfast's of croissants,
butter and for me personally, scorching chocolate with cream. Rather, this delightful, thoughtful publication
is about acceptance, celebration, and yes, results. Often a day sweet and aperitif not to mention a truly
delicious supper. But after analyzing and thinking back again -- hardly ever was our plate overloaded, filled
up with needless garnishes or huge portions to make us feel like we had our monies worth. Three Stars eh
A new thought process This book gives you an entirely new perspective on food and changes your
relationship for the better. Essential read.
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